2020 Rocky Mountain Emmy Awards Nominees

NOTE: There is a 10-calendar day only grace period in which names, under extreme, special circumstances, can be added to a nominated entry. These requests must be authorized in writing to the Chapter from one of the original entry nominees requesting this addition and detailing why this request should be granted. The Chapter’s Awards Committee will make the final decision and ruling.

Further, once the Emmy® awards ceremony has concluded, NO individual names can be added to an awarded entry as an additional recipient, under any circumstances.

If you earn the award on September 19 THIS IS HOW YOUR NAME AND TITLE WILL APPEAR ON THE STATUETTE. Be careful to proof this list well.

AND THE NOMINEES ARE:

NEWSCAST - MORNING-LARGER MARKETS 1-30

The People's Open

KTVK / KPHO

Jessica Parsons, Main Field Producer
Kendyl Wainscott, Show Producer
Lisa Fuller Magee, Field Producer
Heidi Goitia, Anchor
Jaime Cerreta, Field Anchor
Mike Smith, Photographer

In the Line of Duty: Commander Killed

ABC15

Nick Ciletti, Anchor
Brittney Barba, Producer
Kailey Latham, Producer
Destaney Sperry, Producer
Windsor Smith, Producer
Bonnie Harris, Producer
Today In AZ

KPNX 12 News

Adam Stocksdale, Executive Producer
Cindy Cortez, Newscast Director
Jessica O'Toole, News Producer
Michael Brannock, Photojournalist
Paul Gerke, Anchor
Trisha Freeland, Traffic Anchor
Garrett Wichmann, Photojournalist
Christopher Latella, Photojournalist
Joshua Fang, Editor / Engineering

NEWSCAST - DAYTIME OR EVENING-LARGER MARKETS 1-30

Wild Weather Leads to Heartbreak

KTVK / KPHO

Maddy Pumilia, Producer
Briana Whitney, Reporter
Kim Powell, Reporter
Heather Moore, Anchor

Mata A Sus Tres Hijos

Univision Arizona

Liliana Salgado, Video Journalist
León Felipe González, Anchor
Sheila Varela, News Producer
Alejandro Barahona, Video Journalist
Juan Villa, Content Editor
Daniela Zavala, Video Journalist

Following the Cryptic Clues in The Disappearance of A University of Utah Student

KSL-5
12 News At 6pm: A Community Divided

KPNX 12 News

Kacie Talamante, Writer
Matt Wendt, Producer
Joe Dana, Anchor
Rachel Cole, Anchor
Michael Doudna, Reporter
Bianca Buono, Reporter
Jeffrey Sabato, Producer

NEWSCAST - DAYTIME OR EVENING-MEDIUM MARKETS 31-85

Action 7 News Live at 6

KOAT Action 7 News

Melissa Williams, Producer
Ben Van Nelson, Producer

NEWSCAST - DAYTIME OR EVENING-SMALLER MARKETS 86+

Accusations of Sexual Assault and Mistreatment By Border Patrol Agents:
News 11 Early Edition

KYMA NEWS 11 (NBC)

Jenny Day, Anchor
Ciará Encinas, Reporter
Carmen Valencia Valencia, Reporter
Aziza Shuler, Reporter
Alexandra Rangel, Reporter
Ernesto Romero, Producer
GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORT

Willa Rawlings: Arrastrada Por El Arroyo

Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Reporter, Editor, Producer
Misael Gonzalez, Photographer

El Paso And Dayton Vigil

KGUN 9
Alfonso Sahagun Casaus, Photog
Rogelio Mares III, Reporter

Rough Arrest of Teen Quadruple Amputee

KOLD-TV
Bud Foster, Reporter
Jesse Zoller, Editor

Nothing Short of a Miracle

KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter
Tanner Siegworth, Photographer

Bikers 4 Lizzie

KSL-5
John Wilson, Producer
Alex Cabrero, Reporter

My Baby Is Home

KPNX 12 News
Ryan Cody, Reporter / Photographer / Editor
Roberto Duarte, Photographer
BREAKING NEWS

Batteries, Firefighters and An Explosion

ABC15

Colby Root, Producer
Zach Crenshaw, Reporter
Mike Pelton, Reporter
Alex Ramirez, Photographer

It's A Freaking Earthquake!

KUTV

Mary Nickles, Anchor
Lindsay Storrs, Meteorologist
Michael Locklear, Reporter
Paul Howard, Photojournalist
Morgan Briesmaster, Reporter
Ron Bird, Anchor

5.7 In Magna

KSL-5

Dan Rascon, Reporter/Producer
Meghan Thackrey, Photojournalist/Editor

Tragedy in Phoenix: Mom Accused Of Killing Kids

KTVK / KPHO

Maddy Pumilia, Producer
Briana Whitney, Reporter
Dylan Jasna, Producer
Taylor Fareri, Producer
Kim Powell, Reporter
Sean McLaughlin, Anchor
Nicole Crites, Anchor
Brandon Lee, Anchor
Christina Armstrong, Director
**SPOT NEWS**

Flag Lowered for Fallen Hero

**ABC15**

Nohelani Graf, Reporter

**Rock Bottom**

**KSL-5**

Andrew Adams, Producer
Jay Hancock, Photojournalist

**Swift Water Rescue on The 4th Of July**

**KOB Eyewitness News 4**

Ryan Laughlin, Reporter

**Portales Fire Injures 2 People, Destroys 4 Homes**

**KOB Eyewitness News 4**

Megan Abundis, Reporter

**CONTINUING COVERAGE**

**The Twisted Timeline of Lori Vallow: Where Are Her Kids?**

**KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix**

Justin Lum, Reporter
Melissa Jespersen, Producer
Joseph Keating IV, Photographer/Editor
Alfredo Kaspar, Photographer/Editor
James White, Photographer/Editor

**Their Fight Behind the Fires**

**KTVK / KPHO**
The Fall of a Mayor

KOB Eyewitness News 4
Chris Ramirez, Investigative Reporter

Alicia Navarro: Desaparecida Sin Rastro

Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Photographer, Writer, Editor, Reporter

Tiroteo En El Paso: Las Balas Que Estremecieron Al País

KTAZ Telemundo Arizona
Brenda Brito, Multimedia Journalist

TEAM COVERAGE

KTVX Team Coverage Super Tuesday

Good 4 Utah / KTVX
Christie Porter, Producer

2020 Magna Earthquake

KSL-5
Leona Wood, Producer
Frances Cooke, Producer
Katherine Thornburgh, Producer
John Wilson, Photojournalist
Benjamin Tidwell, Aerial Producer
Keaulawna Barbadillo, Director
Stephen Ritter, Director
Brittany Glass, Reporter
Ladd Egan, Reporter
Aubrey Shafer, Photojournalist
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT SINGLE STORY / SERIES

Abuse Behind Bars: How Did Jorden Simms Die?

KPNX 12 News

Michael Doudna, Reporter
Katie Wilcox, Executive Producer

Unlocked And Unsafe

ABC15

David Biscobing, Investigative Reporter
Shawn Martin, Producer
Gerard Watson, Investigative Photojournalist
Melissa Blasius, Investigative Reporter
Lauren Wilson, Producer

El Sobador De Maryvale

ABC15

Liliana Soto, Investigative/Enterprise Multimedia Journalist

Check Out The Crime

ABC15

David Biscobing, Investigative Reporter
Lauren Wilson, Producer
Shawn Martin, Producer

License to Steal

KTVK / KPHO

Warren Trent, Producer
Gary Harper, Anchor/Reporter
Morgan Loew, Anchor/Reporter
Gilbert Zermeno, Producer/Photojournalist/Editor
Todd Martin, Photojournalist

FEATURE NEWS REPORT-LIGHT FEATURE OR LIGHT SERIES

The Real Moms Of Instagram
ABC15
Megan Thompson, Reporter
Jason Bacon, Photojournalist
Kailey Latham, Producer

I've Been Skunked Once
KSL-5
Josh Szymanik, Photographer/Editor

Highway Ah Ha
KSL-5
Josh Szymanik, Photographer/Editor

Aceite De Rateros Y El Coronavirus
KTAZ Telemundo Arizona
Priscilla Torres, Multimedia Journalist

Don Manuel: Un Ejemplo A Seguir
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Reporter, Photographer, Writer

Haunted Halls
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter
Tanner Siegeworth, Photographer

FEATURE NEWS REPORT - SERIOUS FEATURE OR SERIOUS SERIES

Los Secretos Del Narco - Las Maneras Ingeniosas Del Contrabando De Drogas

KTAZ
JUAN ULISES JUAREZ, News Reporter

Crisis On The Border
KOLD-TV
Angelica Carrillo, Reporter
Ruben Fuentes, Photojournalist

La Muerte De Magaña
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Writer, Photographer, Editor, Reporter

Hope Dealer
KTVK / KPHO
Brandon Lee, Reporter
Michael Williams, Photojournalist

Have You Ever Heard Of The Unabomber
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Producer
Steven Breinholt, Producer

Death With Dignity Series
KPNX 12 News
This Is Utah - Utah Shakespeare Festival
PBS Utah
Dana Barraco, Producer
Liz Adeola, Producer
John Rogers, Videographer

More Than Skin Deep
KTVK / KPHO
Max Gorden, Video Journalist

Los Tacos Más Ricos Del Mundo
KYMA Telemundo 3
Francisco Rivas, Multimedia Journalist

Morgan And Her Cello
KSL-5
Heather Simonsen, Reporter

NM Governor's Awards For Excellence In The Arts: Lee Gruber
Mountain Mover Media
Kaela Waldstein, Director / Producer / Cinematographer / Editor
NM Governor's Awards For Excellence In The Arts: Victor Di Suvero

Mountain Mover Media

Kaela Waldstein, Director / Producer / Cinematographer / Editor

Go Big Or Go Home

Brigham Young University

Jeff Parkin, Co-Director
Jared Cardon, Co-Director

Monsoon Chocolate

Arizona Public Media

Andrew Brown, Producer
Mya Long, Editor

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT - PROGRAM / SPECIAL

I Ran

UVU Studios And Broadcast Services

Brendan Larkin, 2nd Unit Director
Will McKinnon, Director
Marc Gingel, Editor

This Is Utah - EP 201 – All The World's A Stage

PBS Utah

Dana Barraco, Associate Producer
John Rogers, Videographer
Liz Adeola, Host
Nancy Green, Executive Producer
Sally Shaum, Producer
Carol Dalrymple, Producer

Acceso Total Al Gran Cañón

KTAZ Telemundo Arizona
Priscilla Torres, Host / Producer / Writer / Editor

The Creators

Arizona PBS

Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Shana Fischer, Executive Producer
Jay Conner, Segment Producer
Alberto Rios, Host

BUSINESS/CONSUMER – NEWS SINGLE

STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM

FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM/SPECIAL

A Deadly Defect

ABC15

Nicole Acevedo, Reporter

Making Millions On Your Lost Mail

KUTV

Michelle Poe, Investigative Producer
Michael Fessler, Photojournalist
Matthew Gephardt, Reporter

The Telephone Outlaws: Getting Even

KRQE-TV

Larry Barker, Reporter
Mark Corey, Producer/Photographer
Thomas Garcia, Editor

12 News I-Team: Modeling Scams Exposed

KPNX 12 News

Nicolas Perez, Photographer
Bianca Buono, Reporter
Manuelito: ¿dónde Está El Asesino?
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Photographer, Writer, Editor, Reporter

Masacre Lebarón: El Llanto De Dos Naciones
KULX Telemundo Utah
Rudy Nieves, Reporter

Profile Of A Serial Arsonist
The Arizona Republic
David Wallace, Producer, Cinematographer, Editor
Rob Schumacher, Cinematographer

The Last Ride
KRQE-TV
Larry Barker, Reporter
Mark Corey, Producer/Photographer
Thomas Garcia, Editor
Kevin Olmsted, Graphics

Putting A Pedophile Priest in Prison
KOB Eyewitness News 4
Chris Ramirez, Investigative Reporter

Abused in Scouting
KTVK / KPHO
Justice For Walter

KRQE-TV

Larry Barker, Reporter
Mark Corey, Producer/Photographer
Thomas Garcia, Editor

Elena Laguna Salgado "Un Caso Sin Resolver"

Univision KUTH 32

Hyrum Quiroz, Producer/Creative Director
Francisco Vazquez, Producer
Lester Rojas, Producer/Talent
Sebastian Carrillo, Producer

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS - NEWS SINGLE STORY/ SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Translating Tradition: The Quechan Language

KYMA-TV

Gabriel Salazar, Anchor

Teaching In Tune

KOLD-TV

Paul Durrant, Photographer
Heather Janssen, Reporter

Out Of Tune

KSL-5

Ray Boone, Photojournalist
Scholarship Scam

KUTV

Chris Jones, Reporter
Nadia Pflaum, Producer
Lex Stanfield, Photojournalist
Patrick Fitzgibbon, Photojournalist
Mike Stephen, Photojournalist
Michael Sadowski, Photojournalist

Hero Material: The Making Of Power Play 2019

Arizona PBS

Grace Clark, Producer

Jaque Mate

KTAZ Telemundo Arizona

Brenda Brito, Multimedia Journalist

ENVIRONMENT – NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM
FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Arizona’s Next Water Crisis

Republic Media

Mark Henle, Photographer / Producer / Editor

Toxic Dirt on Navajo Nation

KOB Eyewitness News 4

Colton Shone, Investigative Reporter

Wildlife Without Borders

CAVU
David Smith, Producer / Director
Vladimir Chaloupka, Cinematographer

Urban Heat Island

Arizona PBS

Grace Clark, Producer
Steve Filmer, Producer
Vanessa Ruiz, Producer
Craig Johnson, Producer
Jakob Wastek, Producer
Jim Tuttle, Producer

HISTORIC/CULTURAL - NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM SEGMENT

Missing Relics

KRQE-TV

Larry Barker, Reporter
Thomas Garcia, Editor
Mark Corey, Producer/Photographer

Smokey Bear: The New Mexico Connection

KRWG

Christian Valle, Producer Videographer
Joe Widmer, Co-Producer

A Date With Douglas

Arizona Public Media

Tony Paniagua, Producer

Pelican Point Murders

KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter
John Wilson, Producer

**Poston Pilgrimage**

KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix

Justin Lum, Reporter

**Los Jinetes De La Frontera**

Univision Arizona

MISAEEL GONZALEZ, Videographer
Silvia Sanchez, Reporter, Writer

**Dora's Story**

KOLD-TV

Bud Foster, Reporter
Paul Durrant, Photographer

**Hidden New Mexico: The Terminal**

KOB Eyewitness News 4

Hawker Vangaurd, Reporter, Photographer, Editor

**HISTORIC/CULTURAL - PROGRAM SPECIAL**

**Legendary New Mexico: Legendary Road Trips**

KRQE

Iain Munro, Executive Producer
Chad Brummett, Producer/Host/Editor

**Vintage Valley**

Arizona PBS

Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Rebecca Guldberg, Producer
Margery Punnett, Series Producer
Mark Tarbell, Host
Jody Gottlieb, Senior Executive Producer

The Arizonans - Morris Udall

Arizona Public Media

Thomas Kleespie, Producer
Robert Lindberg, Videographer/Editor

HUMAN INTEREST - NEWS SINGLE

STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

Tougher Than A Bullet - Deserae Turner
KSL-5
Meghan Thackrey, Photojournalist
Dan Rascon, Reporter/Producer

Sticky
KSL-5
Heather Simonsen, Reporter

One Last Mission
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter

Broken Body, Unbroken Spirit
KSL-5
Josh Szymanik, Photographer/Editor
John Hollenhorst, Reporter

Serie Especial: Esperanza De Vida
Univision KUTH 32
Francisco Vazquez, Editor, Talent, Producer

Built with Love

KSL-5

Tanner Siegworth, Photographer
Ashley Moser, Reporter

El Milagro De Marisol

Univision Arizona

Daniela Zavala, Video Journalist

HUMAN INTEREST-PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT

This Is Utah - Carol's Pastry Shop

PBS Utah

John Rogers, Videographer
Sally Shaum, Producer

The Making of A Metalhead Scientist

Landmark Stories at The University Of Arizona

Sandra Westdahl, Producer
Galen McCaw, Sound Mixer
John Casamasa, Camera Assistant

Officer Of The Year

Buckeye Police Department

Donna Rossi, Producer / Photographer / Writer
Kristi Mosharraffa, Editor

This Is Utah - Circle J Rodeo

PBS Utah
HUMAN INTEREST - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

The Weight f The Call

Good 4 Utah / KTVX

Jason Nguyen, Reporter
John Eulberg, Photojournalist

"Cosplay and The Hero Within" - Story Trek: Trending

BYU Broadcasting

Tom Durham, Director
Todd Hansen, Host
Isabela Erekson, Co-Host
Travis Babcock, Producer

MILITARY - NEWS SINGLE

Honoring Veterans

Arizona Public Media

Tony Paniagua, Producer
Martin Rubio, Videographer/Editor
Gage Judd, Videographer

Forgive Me

Republic Media

Michael Chow, Photographer, Producer, Editor

William Is Walking
KSTU Fox 13

Todd Tanner, Producer
Taylor Schuss, Photographer

Veterans Vision Project

KTVK / KPHO

Brandon Lee, Reporter

MILITARY PROGRAM SPECIAL

The Wrestler, The Soldier

The Arizona Republic

David Wallace, Editor And Producer
Thomas Hawthorne, Cinematographer And Producer

Battle Scars

KPNX 12 News

William Pitts, Producer
Katie Wilcox, Producer

Service & Sacrifice: The Brent Taylor Story

KSL-5

Ashley Moser, Anchor
Keri Wilcox, Producer
Kenneth Fall, Photojournalist/Editor
Jay Dortzbach, Photojournalist

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT – NEWS SINGLE
STORY/FEATURE/SERIES/PROGRAM SEGMENT

4 Investigates: Santa Fe Unlicensed

KOB Eyewitness News 4
A Little Crime In Logan

KRQE-TV

Larry Barker, Reporter
Mark Corey, Producer/Photographer
Thomas Garcia, Editor

Hospital Homicide

ABC15

David Biscobing, Investigative Reporter
Shawn Martin, Producer
Lauren Wilson, Senior Producer

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT - PROGRAM SPECIAL

AZ Horizon Impeachment Special

Arizona PBS

Allysa Adams, Producer
Ted Simons, Host
Mike Sauceda, Producer

Border Patrol Chief, New Wall Construction, Flores Settlement Agreement

Arizona Public Media

Kassandra Lau, Producer
Lorraine Rivera, Producer/Host

RELIGION - NEWS SINGLE

STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM
FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Religious Freedom Or Discrimination?
KTVK/KPHO

Brandon Lee, Reporter

Targeting Faith: A Fox 13 Special Report

KSTU Fox 13

Max Roth, Anchor/Writer/Reporter

Fallen Missionary Artist

KSL-5

Dan Rascon, Reporter/Producer
Aubrey Shafer, Photojournalist

SOCIETAL CONCERNS - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE SEGMENT

What Remains

Arizona Public Media

Vanessa Barchfield, Producer
Nathan Huffman, Videographer/Editor

Postpartum Depression: The Fight To Feel Better

ABC15

Danielle Lerner, Reporter
Lauren Wilson, Senior Producer
Chad Lindstrom, Photojournalist
Gerard Watson, Photojournalist
Shawn Martin, Producer

A Dancing Scientist

Landmark Stories At The University Of Arizona
Sandra Westdahl, Producer
Galen McCaw, Sound Mixer

Coyotes: Un Negocio Millonario
KTAZ
Melissa Aguilar, Multimedia Journalist

Diosas De La Noche
KYMA Telemundo 3
Jaqueline López, Reporter
Francisco Rivas, Producer
Christian Galeno, Photojournalist

Pantallas Del Placer
KTAZ Telemundo Arizona
Iram Rascon, Editor
Alicia Unger, Producer
Paola Blumenkron, Reporter

Loopholed
KSL-5
Mike Headrick, Reporter

Something You've Never Done
KSL-5
Ray Boone, Photojournalist

SOCIETAL CONCERNS PROGRAM SPECIAL

Fox 13 Investigates: The Search For JJ & Tylee
KSTU Fox 13
Dakota Cleland, Producer
Adam Herbets, Reporter/Producer
Lauren Steinbrecher, Reporter/Producer

Tackling The Concussion Crisis

KPNX 12 News

William Pitts, Reporter
Chris Peterson, Photographer

Vaping La Nueva Amenaza

Univision Arizona

Sheila Varela, Producer
John Smedley, Technical Director
Liliana Salgado, Videojournalist
Misael Gonzalez, Photographer
Silvia Sanchez, Videojournalist
Heidi Renpenning, Anchor
Leon Felipe Gonzalez, Anchor
Jose Angel Alvarez, Videojournalist
Jessica Chavarria, Videojournalist
Juan Villa, Content Editor
Alejandro Barahona, Videojournalist

THE SERIES: SOCIAL PRESSURE

KRQE

Thomas Garcia, Editor
Crystal Gutierrez, Reporter
Nick Burke, Photographer
Sara Burke, Producer

OPIOIDES: LA AMENAZA

Univision Arizona

Sheila Varela, NEWS PRODUCER
Juan Villa, CONTENT EDITOR
Gerardo Higginson, CONTENT CREATOR
León Felipe González, NEWS ANCHOR
Community Connection With Susan Casper

ABC15

Susan Casper, Host/Producer

SPECIALTY ASSIGNMENT REPORT - NEWS SINGLE STORY, SERIES OR FEATURE

What He Needs To Live

KUTV

Ginna Roe, Multimedia Journalist

Help Riley Remember

KSTU Fox 13

Elle Thomas, Reporter

420: 4 States to Watch In 2020

KPNX 12 News

Mark Curtis, Reporter
Nicolas Perez, Photographer
Katie Wilcox, Producer
Mark Faccio, Producer

The Car Critic

KSTU-TV

Brian Champagne, Reporter

SPORTS - NEWS SINGLE STORY

Murphy Comes Home
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Richard Mendez, Videographer/Editor

Jonny Ballgame
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Producer
John Wilson, Producer

No Excuses
KSL-5
Meghan Thackrey, Photojournalist
Dan Rascon, Reporter/Producer

SPORTS FEATURE SEGMENT
Merry Fitzmas
KPNX 12 News
Ryan O’Connell, Producer/ Editor
Paul Gerke, Writer/ Producer

Nogales: A Community For Baseball
FOX Sports Arizona
Saul Bookman, Producer
Brett Deckert, Editor
Rusty Francisco, Photojournalist

El Fan Más Fan
Univision Kuth 32
Francisco Vazquez, Producer/Talent
Hyrum Quiroz, Director Of Graphics

SPORTS PROGRAM - LIVE
Coyotes Live: Hockey Fights Cancer
FOX Sports Arizona
Brock Kraft, Producer
Brian Maas, Director
Todd Walsh, Host
Jody Jackson, Reporter

"O" What A Night - ASU Upsets #6 Oregon
ABC15
Craig Fouhy, Anchor
Alexandria Mehlhorn, Producer

SPORTS PROGRAM - POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED
Cardinals Flight Plan - The Evolution of Kyler Murray
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Richard Mendez, Videographer/Editor
Tim DeLaney, Producer/Editor
Daniel Nettles, Producer/Editor
Jonathan Hayward, Videographer/Editor
Ben Scharffbillig, Videographer

Beyond the Gridiron: The Mountain
The Arizona Republic
Patrick Breen, Videographer
Cheryl Evans, Videographer
Sean Logan, Videographer
Nick Oza, Videographer
Diana Payan, Executive Producer

SPORTS - ONE-TIME SPECIAL
Trayectoria: Cardenales
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Suns Vlog: San Antonio, Memphis, Dallas Road Trip - Kobe Bryant Tribute

Phoenix Suns Broadcasting
Christopher Price, Videographer/Editor

Cardinals Flight Plan - Training Camp Special
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Richard Mendez, Videographer/Editor
Tim DeLaney, Producer/Editor
Jonathan Hayward, Videographer/Editor
Daniel Nettles, Producer/Editor

Baseball Day Arizona
FOX Sports Arizona
Craig Ritchie, Executive Producer
Josh Kelman, Coordinating Producer
Chelsea Johnson-Haugesag, Producer
Eric Falkner, Director
Todd Walsh, Host
Jody Jackson, Reporter
Brandon Webb, Analyst
Mark Grace, Analyst

SPORT EVENT/GAME - LIVE/UNEDITED

Coyotes Vs. Flames: Hockey Fights Cancer
FOX Sports Arizona
Graham Taylor, Producer
Brian Maas, Director
Matt McConnell, Play-by-play
Tyson Nash, Analyst
Todd Walsh, Reporter
Jody Jackson, Reporter
Baseball Day Arizona: D-backs Vs Padres

FOX Sports Arizona

Craig Ritchie, Executive Producer
Josh Kelman, Coordinating Producer
Brad Weimer, Producer
Brian Maas, Director
Steve Berthiaume, Play-by-play
Bob Brenly, Analyst

Arizona Cardinals Preseason Football - Vikings Vs. Cardinals

Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network

Tim DeLaney, Producer
Lisa Matthews, Sideline Reporter
Mark Reda, Producer
Ron Wolfley, Color Analyst
Dave Pasch, Play-by-Play Announcer

TECHNOLOGY - NEWS SINGLE
STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM
FEATURE/SEGMENT / PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Easy "A"

KTVK / KPHO

Briana Whitney, Reporter

Starship Robots

Northern Arizona University

Corderro McMurry, MMJ

Bruce The Goose

KSTU - Fox 13 News

Erin Cox, Multi Media Journalist
TEEN (13 AND UP) - NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE/PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Clint Pulver: You're Not A Problem
KSL-5
Tim Johnson, Producer/Editor

This Is Utah - State Street Boxing Gym
PBS Utah
Sally Shaum, Producer
Brenton Winegar, Audio Engineer

WEATHER-NEWS SINGLE STORY OR NEWS FEATURE

Monsoon Masterpiece
ABC15
Megan Thompson, Reporter
Jason Bacon, Photojournalist

No Do-Overs on Dead
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter
John Wilson, Producer

WEATHER - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Monsoon 2019
KTVK / KPHO
12 News Monsoon Special

KPNX 12 News

Kacie Bataller, Writer
Matt Wendt, Producer
Krystle Henderson, Anchor
Caribe Devine, Anchor
Lindsay Riley, Anchor
Kristen Keogh, Anchor
Jen Wahl, Reporter
Charlie Huebsch, Producer
Bill McCarthy, Producer
Ryan O'Connell, Producer
Phillip Mathews, Photojournalist

DOCUMENTARY CULTURAL/TOPICAL

The Shake-Up

Readily Apparent Media

Ben Altenberg, Director
Field Humphrey, Director Of Photography / Editor / Producer
Patrick Newman, Producer / Cinematographer

They Have Names

The Arizona Republic

David Wallace, Director/Cinematographer/Editor/Reporter
Nick Oza, Cinematographer/Reporter
Dianna Nanez, Reporter
Mary Jo Pitzl, Director, Reporter

The Nutcracker: A 75th Anniversary Celebration
BYU Broadcasting

Adam Sklute, Artistic Director
Michael Scolamiero, Executive Producer
Cristin Carlin, Producer
Jared Oaks, Music Director
David Heuvel, Costume Design
Sarah West, Executive Producer

DOCUMENTARY - HISTORICAL

On This Hallowed Ground: Vietnam Memorial Born from Tragedy
Luminance Pictures
Sarah Kanafani, Producer/Director/DP

Castle Hot Springs: Oasis of Time
Quantum Leap Productions
Kristin Atwell, Director
Bill Davis, Cinematographer
Misty Wilson, Editor

Marriner Eccles: Father of The Modern Federal Reserve
PBS Utah
John Howe, Producer
Cheryl Niederhauser, Associate Producer
Patrick Brennan, Director of Photography
Kevin Sweet, Location Sound

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL

The Gatherers
Arizona PBS
Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Rebecca Guldberg, Producer
Margery Punnett, Series Producer
Alicia Longo, Producer
Mark Tarbell, Host

Bird Watching Across Arizona

Arizona Game and Fish

Ben Avechuco, Producer
Diana Rodriguez, Producer
David Majure, Producer

Western Whiskey

Arizona PBS

Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Margery Punnett, Series Producer
Rebecca Guldberg, Producer
Mark Tarbell, Host
Jody Gottlieb, Senior Executive Producer

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION – FEATURE/SEGMENT/PROGRAM SPECIAL

Behind The Screens : John Wick: Chapter 3

Table 33 Productions

Tara Hitchcock, Host
Vanessa Lichvar, Editor

Behind The Screens: Rocketman

Table 33 Productions

Tara Hitchcock, Host
Vanessa Lichvar, Editor

Food Truck Fight - Story Trek: Trending

BYU Broadcasting
Tom Durham, Director
Travis Babcock, Producer

The Pioneers

Arizona PBS

Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Rebecca Guldberg, Producer
Margery Punnett, Series Producer
Mark Tarbell, Host
Jody Gottlieb, Senior Executive Producer

MAGAZINE PROGRAM - FEATURE/SEGMENT

This Is Utah - Joe's Valley Festival

PBS Utah

John Rogers, Videographer
Liz Adeola, Producer
Dana Barraco, Producer

This Is Utah - Mars Desert Research Station

PBS Utah

Dana Barraco, Producer
Liz Adeola, Producer
John Rogers, Videographer

Cruising By Barrio Cafe

Arizona PBS

Rebecca Guldberg, Producer

MAGAZINE PROGRAM - PROGRAM/SPECIAL OR SERIES

"The Hungry Games" - Story Trek: Trending

BYU Broadcasting
Tom Durham, Director

**Explorando Arizona**

**Univision Arizona**

Daniela Zavala, Host/Producer/Writer/Photographer/Editor
Miguel Calvillo, Photographer
Jessica Chavarria, Photographer
Jesus Fadel, Photographer

**This Is Utah - EP 101 – NO BIZ LIKE SHOW BIZ**

**PBS Utah**

Dana Barraco, Associate Producer
John Rogers, Videographer
Liz Adeola, Host
Nancy Green, Executive Producuer
Lisa Olken, Producer
Sally Shaum, Producer

**Lighting The Way**

**Arizona PBS**

Melissa Thompson, Executive Producer
Shana Fischer, Executive Producer
Alberto Rios, Host
Jay Conner, Segment Producer

**PUBLIC/CURRENT/COMMUNITY AFFAIRS - FEATURE/SEGMENT /PROGRAM SERIES/PROGRAM SPECIAL**

**Lester Holt Tribute Video**

**ASU Walter Cronkite School Of Journalism**

Melanie Asp Alvarez, Executive Producer
Jim Jacoby, Director Of Production

**Dream Center**
ABC15

Tory Garcia, Photojournalist

Misión Cardenal: Servicio Y Comunidad

Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network

Javier Rodriguez, Producer
Felipe Corral Jr., Reporter
Rolando Cantu, Host
Luis Hernandez, Reporter

VAPE

Christopher Productions, LLC

Chris Schueler, Producer/Director

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE (OTHER THAN NEWS OR SPORTS)-LIVE OR EDITED

A Life Dedicated...

CAI Digital Works, LLC - Top Prospect Video Productions, LLC

Dan JP Ciernia MEd, Producer / Director
Dale R Wyman, Producer / Post-Production Editor

Walk with Pride: Santa Fe Indian Market's Haute Couture Fashion Show

Mountain Mover Media

Kaela Waldstein, Director/Producer/Cinematographer/Editor

NASA's Orion Parachute Test

Arizona PBS

Grace Clark, Producer
Steve Filmer, Producer
Vanessa Ruiz, Producer
Jim Tuttle, Producer
Craig Johnson, Producer
Jordan Elder, Producer

INTERSTITIAL

Fins-Only CPR

West Valley City Government

Matthew Michela, Photographer / Editor
Aaron Crim, Producer
Roxeanne Vainuku, Producer / Writer

Carpool Karaoke: City Of The Future

Gilbert Digital

Jessica Bautista, Digital Journalist
Dana Berchman, Producer
Elizabeth Rohe, Digital Journalist
Jenn Daniels, Host

Bred For This

Arizona PBS

Ebonye Delaney, Producer
Nakia Christian, Producer
Curt Pair, Director Of Photographer

BRANDED CONTENT SHORT FORM (10 MINUTES OR LESS)

Lenovo - Buckeye Fire Department

Cultivator Content Labs

Scott Foreman, Director/DP
David Hildreth, Editor/Colorist

True Food Kitchen - Organic Tomatoes

Cultivator Content Labs
Scott Foreman, Director/DP
Cris McDaniel, Editor/Sound Design

**Light Up Navajo**

**Salt River Project**

Ron Harrison, Director
Kathleen Mascarenas, Producer
Brandon Frazier, Producer
Ed Baker, Producer
Christopher D Noah, Editor
Daren Gulsvig, Post Audio
Dan Mitchell, Producer
Chris Baltzer, Producer
James Bustamante, Producer

**ASU "Interplanetary Initiative"**

**True Story Films**

Cary Truelick, Director
Katelyn Fukayama, Producer

**Night Of Heroes - Derek Boehm**

**Cultivator Content Labs**

Scott Foreman, Director/DP
Jonathan Rodriguez, Editor

**BRANDED CONTENT LONG FORM (LONGER THAN 10 MINUTES)**

**D-backs At The Dish**

**FOX Sports Arizona**

Mark Grace, Host
Josh Kelman, Producer
Tom Elsner, Editor

**Gilbert, Arizona Digital State Of The Town**
Gilbert Digital

Elizabeth Rohe, Digital Journalist
Jessica Bautista, Digital Journalist
Dana Berchman, Producer

Cool Stuff-Hot Spot-C+D Industry

City of Glendale, AZ

Jay Crandall, Producer
Mat Droge, Producer
Luis Jacinto, Photographer/Editor
Michael Harris, Photographer

COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSAS) SINGLE SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

Ruta Al Futuro Campaign

Univision Arizona

Claudia Prado, Producer
Ronald Estrada, Associate Producer
Gerardo Higginson, Associate Producer

Census 2020 #CuentaConmigo

Univision Arizona

Ronald Estrada, Associate Producer
Gerardo Higginson, Associate Producer

Buckle Face

Savvy Productions

Stephen Smith, Editor / Motion Graphics / Camera

Court Appointed Special Advocates For Children (CASA)

Court Appointed Special Advocates For Children (CASA)
There are no nominees in this category.
PROMOTION: PROGRAM - CAMPAIGN

Cardinals Locker Room

KPNX 12 News

Ryan O'Connell, Producer

Phoenix Suns - 19-20 Intro Videos

Phoenix Suns Broadcasting

Nick Williams, Producer
Christopher Price, Producer
Kevin Bonham, Motion Graphics
Lindsey Smith, Producer
Robert Weinerth, Producer
Isaac Easley, Production Assistant

PBS Utah Legacy/Community

PBS Utah

Chris Olivas, Producer

Orange Is Coming

Phoenix Suns Broadcasting

Robert Weinerth, Producer

PROMOTION: PROGRAM - SPORTS

Orange Jersey Reveal 2019

Phoenix Suns Broadcasting

Christopher Price, Videographer/Editor
Kevin Bonham, Visual Effects Artist

Conley Court Reveal

Color Red Media
Cody McCarthy, Director

Record Breaking 2019 Sun Devil Football Digital Spot
Arizona State University

Ryan Kane Fitzgerald, Producer

COMMERCIAL - SINGLE SPOT

Jobs Of Tomorrow
Chandler Unified School District

Gabriel Contreras, Director
Michael Holland, Producer - Writer

PlayStation Fiesta Bowl

OH Partners

Ken Phox, Group Creative Director
Adam Garcia, Senior Art Director
Colton Casper, Lead Editor/Cinematographer

Gila River Hotels & Casinos "You Do You"

OH Partners

Clayton James, Group Creative Director
Megan Golab, Senior Art Director
Amy Velazquez, Copywriter

COMMERCIAL - CAMPAIGN

Gila River Hotels & Casinos Sports HQ

Matter Films

Kyle Gilbert, Producer
Daniel Casper, Editor

Native Grill & Wings - All Things Wings
Cox Media

Jason Mcilquham, Producer

OVERALL EXCELLENCE

Overall Excellence

Arizona Public Media

Jack Gibson, Chief Executive Officer

12 News- Overall Excellence

KPNX 12 News

Dean Ditmer, General Manager

FOX Sports Arizona

FOX Sports Arizona

Brian Hogan, General Manager

NEWS EXCELLENCE

KVOA-TV News 4 Tucson

KVOA - News 4 Tucson

Cathie Batbie, News Director

12 News- News Excellence

KPNX 12 News

George Davilas, News Director

KSL 5 TV

KSL-5

Leona Wood, News Director
JOURNALISTIC ENTERPRISE

Mike Headrick
KSL-5
Mike Headrick, Reporter

Liliana Salgado
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Reporter, Editor, Writer, Photographer, Producer

Valeria Aponte
KTAZ Telemundo Arizona
Valeria Aponte, Video Journalist

Andrew Adams
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter

Ricardo Ávila - News Reporter
KTAZ
Ricardo Avila Alvarez, Reporter

John Hollenhorst
KSL-5
John Hollenhorst, Reporter

AUDIO-LIVE OR POST PRODUCTION

The Nutcracker: A 75th Anniversary Celebration
BYU Broadcasting
Aaron Merrill, Sound Design And Mixing  
Jarad Oaks, Sound Design And Mixing  

"Only In Sleep" By Ėriks Ešenvalds  
Arizona PBS  
Alex Kosiorek, Senior Audio Engineer  

Verdi: Messa Da Requiem  
Arizona PBS  
Alex Kosiorek, Senior Audio Engineer  

“Harp of Nerves” By Hilary Purrington  
Arizona PBS  
Alex Kosiorek, Senior Audio Engineer  

CRAFT SPECIALTY MUSIC COMPOSITION / ARRANGEMENT  

There are no nominees in this category.  

DIRECTOR LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE  

The Rivalry Directed – Suns Vs Lakers  
Phoenix Suns  
Bob Adlhoch, Director  

Today In AZ Winter Newscast  
KPNX 12 News  
Cindy Cortez, Director
Candidate In Town

ABC15

Alexandria Tanguay, TD/Director

DIRECTOR - NON-LIVE (POST PRODUCED)

This Is The Place I Was Telling You About Episode 4 - Tortillas & Injeras

Red Knight Media

Jack Chapman, Director

UArizona Partners With Tucson Police To Tell Opioid Users, “You Matter.”

University Of Arizona

Mari Cleven, Director

MARRINER ECCLES: FATHER OF THE MODERN FEDERAL RESERVE

PBS Utah

John Howe, Director

Edible Education

University of Arizona

Özlem Ayse Özgur, Director

Light Up Navajo

Salt River Project

Ron Harrison, Director

DIRECTOR - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSAS, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

Statement Edition
Phoenix Suns Broadcasting

Lindsey Smith, Director

"Amazing Grace" Jason Bergman + Jared Pierce, Arr. Kevin McKee

Western Lights

Jared Cardon, Director

Sun Devil Athletics Commercials And ASU Branded Content

Arizona State University

Ryan Kane Fitzgerald, Director

Cabo Del Sol Cove Club

Matter Films

Brandon Barnard, Director

How Great Thou Art

Brigham Young University

Jeff Parkin, Director

BYU Living Legends | BYU China Spectacular Preview

Cook Filmworks

Jared Cook, Director

BYU Dunk Team | BYU China Spectacular Preview

Cook Filmworks

Jared Cook, Director

EDITOR - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)
This Is The Place I Was Telling You About Episode 6 - Whiskey Hugs In Tucson
Red Knight Media
Jack Chapman, Editor

Legendary New Mexico
KRQE
Chad Brummett, Editor

The Making Of A Metalhead Scientist
Landmark Stories At The University Of Arizona
Sandra Westdahl, Editor

Plate & Pour: Barrio Cafe
Arizona PBS
Rodolfo Romo, Editor

Jessica Champneys
BYU Broadcasting
Jessica Champneys, Editor

Light Up Navajo
Salt River Project
Christopher D Noah, Editor

EDITOR - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

Jobs Of Tomorrow
Chandler Unified School District
Gabriel Contreras, Editor

**BYU Living Legends | BYU China Spectacular Preview**
Cook Filmworks
Jared Cook, Editor

**Over Easy - Fresh Jazz**
Cox Media
Jason Mcilquham, Editor

**BYU Dunk Team | BYU China Spectacular Preview**
Cook Filmworks
Jared Cook, Editor

**BYU Young Ambassadors | BYU China Spectacular Preview**
Cook Filmworks
Jared Cook, Editor

**EDITOR – Timothy Larsen**
Arizona PBS
Timothy Larsen, Editor

**EDITOR NEWS**

**Death With Dignity Series**
KPNX - NBC 12 NEWS PHOENIX, AZ
ROBERTO DUARTE, EDITOR

**A Predator In The Classroom**
KPNX 12 News
William Pitts, Editor

**Thomas Garcia Editor**

**KRQE**

Thomas Garcia, Editor

**I-TEAM BEST EDITS**

**KPNX 12 News**

Phillip Mathews, Editor

**EDITOR - SPORTS**

**SD In HD**

**Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network**

Shawn Deloney, Editor

**Brett Deckert Sports Editing Composite**

**FOX Sports Arizona**

Brett Deckert, Editor

**Chris Price Editing Reel**

**Phoenix Suns Broadcasting**

Christopher Price, Video Editor

**El Fan Más Fan**

**Univision KUTH 32**

Hyrum Quiroz, Editor
Francisco Vazquez, Editor

**GRAPHIC ARTS - GRAPHICS/ANIMATION**
3D Animation Compilation
Skygate Pictures
Bob Dolan, Graphic Artist
Ray Garcia De Leon, Graphic Artist

ASU "Interplanetary Initiative"
Copper Post
Robert Beadle, VFX Supervisor

ASU "Doing Business In North America"
Copper Post
Robert Beadle, Director

BTCD "Music Box"
Copper Post
Robert Beadle, VFX Supervisor

LIGHTING - LOCATION OR STUDIO
All Of The Lights - Volume 3
Phoenix Suns Broadcasting
Nick Williams, Lighting Tech
Chris Price, Lighting Tech

NEWS PRODUCER
Hayes Clement
KSL-5
Hayes Clement, Producer
Courtney Banks News Producer
KPNX 12 News

Courtney Banks, NEWS PRODUCER

**Plane Plunge, Tornado Touchdown, And Tourists Traps**

KPNX 12 News

Mark Faccio, Producer

*Producing The Investigation*

KUTV

Michelle Poe, Investigative Producer

**Kacie Talamante- Producer**

KPNX 12 News

Kacie Bataller, Producer

**LIVE SPORTS PRODUCER**

Live Sports Producer

Phoenix Suns Broadcasting

Paden Wigness, Producer

**Best Of Phoenix Suns 2019-20**

Phoenix Suns

Bob Adlhoch, Producer

Brad Weimer

FOX Sports Arizona

Brad Weimer, Producer

**TALENT - ANCHOR - NEWS**
Brandon Lee: Unscripted

KTVK / KPHO

Brandon Lee, Anchor

I'm Not A Baby, I'm A Man... I'm An Anchorman!

KSL-5

Mike Headrick, Anchor

The Last Sean-News Anchor '19-'20

KTVK / KPHO

Sean McLaughlin, Anchor

Leon Felipe Gonzalez - News Anchor

Univision Arizona

LEON FELIPE GONZALEZ CORTES, News Anchor

Nick Ciletti - Anchor Compilation

ABC15

Nick Ciletti, Anchor

Caribe Devine- Anchor

KPNX 12 News

Caribe Devine, Anchor

Mark Curtis- Anchor

KPNX 12 News

Mark Curtis, Anchor

TALENT - ANCHOR - WEATHER
Meteorologist Chase Thomason
KUTV
Chase Thomason, ANCHOR – WEATHER

Fox 10 Chief Kristy Siefkin
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Kristy Siefkin, ANCHOR

Meteorologist Krystle Henderson
KPNX 12 News
Krystle Henderson, Meteorologist

TALENT ANCHORS - SPORTS

The Best of Todd Walsh
FOX Sports Arizona
Todd Walsh, Host

Ricardo Ávila - Sports Anchor
KTAZ
Ricardo Avila Alvarez, Anchor

The Best of Jody Jackson
FOX Sports Arizona
Jody Jackson, Host

TALENT - PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Vanessa Ruiz
Arizona PBS
Vanessa Ruiz, Narrator

Mark Tarbell
Arizona PBS
Mark Tarbell, Host

**TALENT - PROGRAM HOST/MODERATOR**

Liz Adeola - Chronicles Of Courage
PBS Utah
Liz Adeola, TV Host/Moderator

**FOOD TRUCK FIGHT - Story Trek: Trending**
BYU Broadcasting
Isabela Erekson, Talent - Host

**Creative Living Show Host**
Cox Media
Jane Monzures, Host

**Tara Hitchcock: Behind The Screens**
Table 33 Productions
Tara Hitchcock, Host

**TALENT REPORTER - GENERAL ASSIGNMENT OR LIVE**

Andrew Adams, Storyteller
KSL-5
Andrew Adams, Reporter
Nothing Fake Here

KSL-5

Mike Anderson, Reporter/Photographer

William Pitts Compilation

KPNX 12 News

William Pitts, Reporter

TALENT SPORTS - SPORTS REPORTER

Tresa Tudrick Sports Reporter Compilation 2019

KTVK / KPHO

Tresa Tudrick, Sports Reporter

Mi Pasión Del Diamante A Las Canchas

KTAZ Telemundo Arizona

Nancy Arreola, REPORTER

PHOTOGRAPHER - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Indige-FEWSS: Restoring Harmony & Resources

University Of Arizona

Mari Cleven, Photographer

Lisa's Love Of Birding

Arizona Game And Fish

David Majure, Photographer

State Street Boxing Gym

PBS Utah
A Dancing Scientist
Landmark Stories At The University Of Arizona
Sandra Westdahl, Photographer

PHOTOGRAPHER - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC)

Sun Devils Athletics Commercials And ASU Branded Content
Arizona State University
Ryan Kane Fitzgerald, Photographer

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS / SPORTS
De Amiga A Mula
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Photographer

Steven Breinholt
KSL-5
Steven Breinholt, Photographer

SOUL SCULPTOR
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Brad Gass, Photographer

Wilson Photographer Composite
KSL-5
John Wilson, Photographer
VIDEO JOURNALIST

Inspiración, Mi Cámara Y Yo
Univision Arizona
Liliana Salgado, Video Journalist

Max Gorden Video Journalist Composite
KTVK / KPHO
Max Gorden, Video Journalist

The OneManBandit
KSL-5
Mike Anderson, Reporter/Photographer

The Least Likely Criminal
KSAZ Fox10 Phoenix
Brad Gass, Shot, Edited, And Produce Everything

WRITER - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Tom Durham
BYU Broadcasting
Tom Durham, Writer

Marriner Eccles: Father Of The Modern Federal Reserve
PBS Utah
John Howe, Writer

WRITER - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSA'S, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC)
All AZ - Staying Together
Arizona Cardinals Broadcast Network
Tim DeLaney, Writer

Native Grill & Wings - All Things Wings
Cox Media
Jason Mcilquham, Writer

WRITER NEWS
Whitney Clark's Writing Samples
KGUN 9
Whitney Clark, Reporter

LA FE QUE NO MUERE
Univision Arizona
Sheila Varela, WRITER

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE NOMINEES!